






























"Where is the Life we have lost in living?
Where is the wisdom we have lost in knowledge?
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Nowadays a great number of financial decisions arrive from watching
the information stream, selecting relevant data, analysing it and acting
accordingly. With the increasing global competition, the need for swift
data analysis, high accuracy and quality becomes a must.
For the majority of financial analysts, the main source for information
is in the form of structured data. Such data can be easily processed and
acted upon. However, there are vast amounts of knowledge that still
can not be easily digested by computers, but have a great importance
in our everyday life. For instance, (i) news are describing events and
changes to the state of the world, (ii) columnists’ opinions are providing
arguments that are shaping our thoughts or (iii) experts’ conclusions are
influencing people decisions.
This thesis main objective is to employ unstructured data in the finan-
cial decision-making process, with the support of ontologies as the main
backbone for knowledge representation. The whole financial-making
process is contextualised in the scope of the Spanish market, where the
main source of data is news and company disclosures published in the
Spanish language.
The main contribution of this thesis is the creation of the Decision
Support System (DSS) that follows a novel approach to incorporate un-
structured data and domain (financial) ontologies into the automated
financial decision-making process. Our approach employs Natural Lan-
guage Processing (NLP) as means for extracting relevant information
from unstructured sources. Moreover, semantics is applied thoroughly,
not only in the process of information extraction but also in the knowl-
edge modelling and the decision support.

Resumen
Hoy en día un gran número de decisiones financieras son tomadas
analizando el flujo de información, seleccionando los datos pertinentes,
y finalmente actuando dependiendo del resultado de dicho análisis. Con
el crecimiento de la competencia global, un análisis de datos rápido y
con alta precisión y calidad se convierte en una necesidad. Para la may-
oría de los analistas financieros, la fuente principal de información está
formado por datos estructurados, tales datos se pueden ser procesados
y gestionados fácilmente. Sin embargo, estos datos contienen grandes
cantidades de conocimiento que todavía no pueden ser fácilmente di-
geridos por los ordenadores y tienen una gran importancia para los
analistas, por ejemplo (i) las noticias, que describen eventos y cambios
en el mundo, (ii) las opiniones de los columnistas, que proporcionan
argumentos que están moldeando nuestros pensamientos o (iii) las con-
clusiones de los expertos, que influyen en las decisiones de las personas.
El objetivo principal de la tesis es emplear datos no estructurados en
el proceso de toma de decisiones financieras, con el apoyo de las on-
tologías como la principal columna vertebral para la representación del
conocimiento. Todo el proceso de toma de decisiones financieras se con-
textualiza en el ámbito del mercado español, donde la principal fuente
de datos son las noticias y divulgaciones publicadas en la lengua es-
pañola. La principal contribución de esta tesis es la creación del Sistema
de Soporte a la Decisión (DSS) que sigue un novedoso enfoque para in-
corporar datos no estructurados y ontologías de dominio (financiero) en
un proceso automatizado de toma de decisiones financieras. El proceso
emplea procesamiento de lenguaje natural (PLN) como medio para ex-
traer información relevante de fuentes no estructuradas. Por otra parte,
8la semántica se aplica a fondo, no sólo en el proceso de extracción de
información, sino también en el modelado del conocimiento y el apoyo












































































































































The aim if this chapter is to introduce the context of this thesis, and
provide the reader with a convincing explanation of the motivation be-
hind this work. Most importantly, we answer the question of why the
matter at hand is relevant and how does it drive the purpose of this
thesis.
The next three sections provide the context in a form of three emerging
issues: (i) the necessity of including new data sources in the process of
financial analysis, (ii) the growing body of available unstructured data
and (iii) the difficulty in unleashing the potential of unstructured data
due to the lack of interoperability and computational form.
As in the old saying: necessity is the mother of invention, we use the
problem statement to drive the definition of the main objectives of this
work. We introduce the principal contribution of this thesis and present












































































































































































































cial decisions-making process. The process employs Natural Language
Processing (NLP) as means for extracting relevant information from un-
structured sources. Moreover, semantics is applied thoroughly, not only
in the process of information extraction, but also in the knowledge mod-
elling and the decision support.
The whole process of Decision Support System creation can be divided
into the three main parts:
• Analysis of the vast amount of unstructured data, identifying and
extracting relevant features, and develop the complete analytical pro-
cess for unstructured financial information extraction. The complete
process should comprise all necessary steps, such as data acquisition,
pre-processing, natural language processing, feature extraction and
classification.
• Highly interoperable knowledge representation of the extracted data
using semantic technologies and domain ontologies. The resulting
knowledge base should support data publication, sharing, querying
and analysis, in a way that supports data reuse, augmentation and
integration with external datasets.
• Decision support model that incorporates extracted semantic knowl-
edge base into analytical pipeline for supporting financial decision-
making process.
The realisation of this process will be ALFREDO Decision Support
System (ALFREDO stands for: AnaLysis of unstRuctured Data for Fi-
nancial DecisiOn Making). The reason behind introducing ALFREDO is
that it will encompass all the objectives into a coherent system. It will
be also used for the final evaluation of the decision-making model.
From this perspective, we can now define specific objectives of this
thesis:
Objective 1: Analysis of unstructured data sources from the point of
view of feasibility for financial decision-making. Perform the acquisi-





















The remaining part of this thesis is structured as follows:
• Chapter 2 presents the state-of-the-art of the relevant fields of research
that form the basis of this work.
• Chapter 3 describes the investigation process and states the research
hypothesis for this thesis.
• Chapter 4 introduces the data acquisition process and corpora cre-
ation.
• Chapter 5 defines main information to extract from the text and later
it focuses on semantic modelling for extracted data.
• Chapter 6 provides analysis of natural language processing methods
to information extraction and describes the approach for financial facts
classification.
• Chapter 7 explains the decision support model and describes architec-
ture of the ALFREDO DSS.
• Chapter 8 evaluates the decision support model in the context of real
world market data.
• Chapter 9 concludes the work and summarises the main outcomes of



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































2. While others are successfully employing semantics in the process of
financial decision-making, they largely differ in the applications that
range from ontology-based Named Entity Recognition to create on-
tologies out of extracted data. In this work, we are rather modelling
facts and indicators that constitute a knowledge base for the decision-
making process. The dataset with extracted financial facts is the biggest
to our knowledge covering the Spanish market. The resulting seman-
tic dataset is compatible with the Linked Data approach, available for
querying, interlinking and augmenting with other datasets, thus in-
creasing the added value of extracted knowledge.
3. The outbreak of deep learning techniques and their recent application
in Natural Language Processing provide new means for Information
Extraction. This largely improves the process of information extrac-
tion and decision-making comparing to aforementioned previous ap-
proaches. We aim to minimise the human effort and use machine
learning techniques rather than hand-crafted rule-based systems.
4. The previous work on news analytics is mostly focused on word-based
classification to extract relevant information. Such approach has obvi-
ous limitation by largely missing word semantic and results in less
accuracy. This work employs semantic word vectors in the NLP phase
in order to improve the phase of information extraction.
5. The context of Spanish market implies the development of several cor-
pora for text classification experiments. There are relatively few lan-
guage resources in Spanish for this concrete domain. As such linguis-
tic datasets were not available before conducting this work, we believe
those are valuable assets as well. We plan to release those artefacts to
the community in order to build on top of our work.
It is also worth noting the limitations of this thesis. Although we are
working with unstructured, noisy and sometimes less reliable data, we
are not planning to deal with the uncertainty of news, false rumours
or hoaxes. We rather aim at carefully selecting data sources in order to
avoid and minimise the risk of noisy data.

3 Research hypotheses
& methodological evaluation approach
As we observed in previous chapters, the state-of-the-art highlights
promising research directions for BI systems in the financial domain.
This combined with previous experience, mainly based on already men-
tioned projects FLORA and FIRST establishes a sound base for carrying
out further work within the lines established. Combining data-based
experimentation, recent advancement in the field of Information Extrac-
tion and NLP and results from previous projects we propose a set of
hypotheses that will be verified within this work.
The main objective that this thesis aims at resolving is the viability of
incorporating unstructured data into financial decision-making and pro-
vide meaningful insights into the constantly changing world of finance
based on rapidly flowing stream of textual information. The work is
carried within the domain of finance by employing text analytics and
semantic modelling to enhance the decision-making process.
The following sections aim at providing a structured guidance into
the rest of this work by breaking down the objective of this thesis into
several sub-hypotheses and establishes the process of evaluation leading
to verification of those hypotheses. The high-level objective is refined
into concrete sub-hypotheses, and relation with objectives is presented
























































































































68 financial decision-making based on unstructured data & ontologies
as traders, investors, portfolio managers, etc.
From this point of view, a news can be seen as a carrier of events. An
event is something that happens at some point of time that changes of
the state of the world and might have important consequences in the
future. Such event may affect the value of company stocks, securities or
influence the risk associated with them. News that describe such event
is sometimes called "material news". Other events might have no direct
influence in the short term, but still be relevant in the long-term. Some
of them might be very simple and other can be of a very complex nature,
involving many actors and provoking a chain of subsequent events.
The amount of available news is growing constantly, but most relevant
events are rather few. Even fewer are potentially disastrous events or
other unexpected occurrences that need immediate reaction. Therefore,
it is important to provide enough coverage to capture events of differ-
ent kind even if they are buried in the big stream of noisy or otherwise
less relevant data. The context of Spanish market is also an important
aspect. While it is easier to achieve good coverage for English-language
media by capturing news on Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJIA), Stan-
dard&Poor’s (S&P500) or Financial Times Stock Exchange (FTSE), more
effort is needed for the Spanish market that comprise far fewer public
companies.
The following sections describe the general news source selection,
data acquisition process, preprocessing, corpus preparation and corpus
evaluation.
4.1 Data source selection
Acquiring unstructured data that are relevant for the Business Intelli-
gence and financial decision-making process is the first stage of the text
analytics task. This involves selecting data sources and establishing con-
tinuous data acquisition task where data can be retrieved on a regular
basis. As pointed out in the goals of this thesis, we focus on longer
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72 financial decision-making based on unstructured data & ontologies
4.3 Data pre-processing
Corpus text preparation comprise multiple steps in order to transform
downloaded news web pages into clean text that can be indexed and
further processed:
• Text pre-processing: extracting relevant meta data about the docu-
ments (creation date, news source, documents URL, possible actual-
isation date, document type).
• Boilerplate removal and text cleaning.
• Noise removal and normalisation, removing any noisy content, such
as: ads, erroneously crawled sources and non-textual documents (e.g.
videos).
• Removing possible duplicates.
• Assessing the dataset quality.
Note that aforementioned steps apply only to the web corpus dataset.
The CNMV dataset consists of mainly PDF files. The text extraction is a
straightforward process. We used pdftotext Unix tool to extract clean
text and further steps were not necessary.
4.3.1 Meta data extraction
Meta data is additional information about the news document that
describe the content and is crucial for proper data indexing, as it contain
information that would be otherwise difficult to obtain from the news
text only.
After acquiring each document we extract relevant meta data that is
immediately available from HTML header, such as news source, docu-
ment URL and document title. For HTML documents that provide a
standard way of encoding date within the <meta> tags in the header, we
use it as the preferred way of getting document date. However, in prac-























































































































































































































data acquisition for the analytical pipeline 81
already have to deal with real-world problems such as noisy sources,
data acquisition anomalies, pre-processing errors, content duplication
and so forth. It is, therefore, crucial to deal with those issues in a proper
way to avoid any biases and other errors that could influence future
results.
This step is also important from the Information Extraction point of
view. While we are not yet applying any NLP techniques, we have al-
ready extracted some document metadata that are the first features (low-
level ones) to be used in the future knowledge base creation. So far we
index all data in a purely "syntactic" way, however, this representation































































































































































































New CEO is appointed
Nombramiento de nuevo director ejecutivo
Key management change
Composición de órganos de gestión y con-
trol
CEO resigns










Oferta pública de venta de acciones (OPV)
New Stocks Issue














Sales and performance reports
Otros informes de ventas y rendimiento
Company debt management





Revisión de calificaciones crediticias















































Raw material price change
Cambio de precio de las materias primas















Product market share changes
































Cambios de áreas de negocio
5.3 Common semantic event model
Capturing and representing financial events implies the existence a
common semantic model, that could resemble as good as possible all
aspects and properties of such act. Such model can be either created or
reused, based on individual requirements and availability and suitability
of other existing models.
In modelling real-world events we would like to be as genuine as pos-
sible, but also provide a simple, yet sufficient way for expressing facts.
For example, in journalism, every story should answer the basic ques-
tions that can be shortened into five Ws: What, When, Where, Who and
hoW. This is the way of simplifying the most important aspects of a
reported story and ensure the minimum baseline for reported informa-
tion. Based on that we look at a minimum set of information enough for
representing a financial event.
We start by defining a conceptual framework for event representation
for financial events extraction. Having in mind most common attributes
and their importance, we define an event as a 6-tuple of a form:
ei, tk, pj , rj , lm, sn
where ei is an event type (what happened), tk is when (defined as time or
interval) such event occurred, pj is a multiset of parties participating
in the event (who is involved), rj is list of roles that correspond to
their participants (what role she/they play), l is a location where the




























































































































































































































semantic modelling of high-level features 99




This can be obtained from our dataset through the following SPARQL
query:
PREFIX alfredo: <http://nadir.uc3m.es/alfredo#> .
PREFIX data: <http://nadir.uc3m.es/alfredo/dataset#> .
PREFIX rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#> .
SELECT * WHERE {
data:Event1 alfredo:involved ?party .
?party alfredo:participatingActor ?participant .
?party alfredo:participantRole ?role .
}
Listing 5.1: SPARQL query
For the direct relation, the resulting graph resembles more the EAV
structure, such as DBpedia. The navigation is easier through the omis-
sion of the Party node. The semantics of the event, as such is however
maintained, through the use of taxonomy predicates and EventType tax-
onomy.
Finding participants involved in the event is therefore looking for all
triples that satisfy the following relations:
?relation Event1, ?Participant
subPropertyOf ?relation, eventParticipant



































































































































































































































































inasimilar manner. The moregenericapproachtoNER,whenitis
notfeasibletoprovideaclosed-listofentities,arebasedon machine











































































































































































































































































































































































Word w1 WV N
Hidden
layer
Word w2 WV N
Output
layer
Word wC WV N
W V N
Fully connected Fully connected
Figure 6.6: Continuous bag-of-words model as neural network
with one hidden layer. Note that C is the total count of the con-














































































































financial events extraction 125
Table 6.2: Word analogy examples from our trained embeddings
model. The query result is in bold. Wrong answers are marked
with an asterisk. For some cases we show second closest vector.
b – b a – a
chica – chico mujer – hombre
chica – chico abuela – abuelo
chica – chico jefa – jefe
chica – chico directora – director
chica – chico reina – príncipe*, rey
chica – chico informatico – computadora*
Pedro Sanchéz – Mariano Rajoy PSOE – PP
Ciudadanos – PSOE Albert Rivera – Pedro Sanchéz
Francisco González-Rodríguez – Emilio Botín BBVA – Banco Santander
Banco Santander – Telefónica Emilio Botín – César Alierta
Banco Santander – Bankia Emilio Botín – Miguel Blesa, Rodrigo Rato
Banco Santander – El Corte Inglés Emilio Botín – Isidoro Álvarez
Banco Santander – Gowex Emilio Botín – Jenaro García
Banco Santander – Apple Emilio Botín – Tim Cook
Google – Apple Android – iPhone
Microsoft – Apple Windows – Windows Phone*, iOS
Polonia – Portugal Varsovia – Lisboa
Polonia – Francia Varsovia – París
Polonia – Reino Unido Varsovia – Londres
EE.UU. – Europa dólar – euro
Berlin – Madrid Alemania – Portugal*, España
negativo – positivo decrecimiento – crecimiento
negativo – positivo bajada – subida
negativo – positivo empleo – paro
negativo – positivo recortes salariales – ajustes salariales
positivo – negativo luz – electricidad*, oscuridad
positivo – negativo barato – caro
















































































































































































































































Classiﬁer Precision Recal F1
CRF-Basic 0.818 0.290 0.428
CRF-NER 0.797 0.852 0.823
CRF-Al 0.865 0.816 0.840
CNN-Emb 0.919 0.891 0.904








































































































































































































































































































The essential characteristics of Decision Support Systems is their im-
pact on the surrounding reality through decisions and recommendations
they produce that can solve real-world problems. Therefore DSSs need
real realistic setup and real-world data in order to prove their usefulness.
There are many approaches to validate the usefulness of a Decision
Support System. They can be generalised into two groups. The first are
qualitative techniques, where experts’ feedback is taken into account in
order to assess and validate results produced by DSS. On the other hand,
there are quantitative methods, where empirical observations are anal-
ysed and compared in order to draw conclusions and validate research
hypotheses. In this case, the result is more objective as it relies solely on
data, but it also requires a rigorous analysis to ensure correctness. We
will focus on the latter method as a way of evaluating this thesis’ work
and assessing the viability of the proposed DSS.
The remain part of this section consist of: (i) description of evaluation
context and the backtesting details, (ii) DSS training on the real market
data, (iii) evaluation scenarios, (iv) evaluation results, (v) discussion of
the validity of the evaluation results.
The whole evaluation process is performed in the real-world setting









































































































































































syntactic features and raw news text. We assign positive and negative
labels depending on the orientation of a concrete event. If the return
was positive that day, we assign 1 or 0 otherwise.
With this information, we train a machine learning model in order
to learn the label 0 or 1 (i.e. the price response to an event) based on
the set of the aforementioned input features. We evaluated several ma-
chine learning algorithms (gradient boosting, support vector machines
and feed-forward neural networks), but the results were similar to all
variants. We finally used the feed-forward neural network (with 28 hid-
den nodes, the learning rate of 0.05) and we obtained the evaluation loss
of 0.216. This result is given from the purely informative reasons, as it
does not yet provide any insight of the DSS performance yet. It is rather
a final step towards the DSS model creation, and the actual evaluation is
performed in the next chapter.
8.3 DSS model evaluation scenarios
We perform the evaluation of the model based on results of ALFREDO
recommendations that are made only by processing the news text. Rec-
ommendations produced by ALFREDO have a form of binary values (in
literature it is also called a "signal") defining the recommended position
that should be taken for a given company stock in a given day. The po-
sition can be either long, i.e. buying the stock, or short, which means
selling a borrowed stock. The long position means that we expect prices
to rise, therefore we acquire a stock. A short position is slightly more
complicated. In this case, we expect the company value (and its corre-
sponding stock price) to fall so we make an agreement to owe the stock
for a given time. When the stock price fall we can buy the stock for a
lower price and fulfil the agreement.
Those recommendations are further compared with the market data,
comparing our position against the performance of each company stock
value. As a result, we create a cumulative results table for each trad-
ing day. When analysing performance, we are simply following IBEX35





































































Test CumulativeReturn SharpeRatio Win(%)
(average) (average) (average)
T-0 1.61 0.30 0.67
T-1 0.09 0.02 0.57
T-2 -0.04 -0.01 0.56
T-3 0.00 0.01 0.57
T-4 -0.07 -0.03 0.57
T-5 -0.10 -0.04 0.56















Table 8.2: Evaluation scenarios results per company.
T 0 scenario T 1 scenario
Company Cumulative Sharpe Win Cumulative Sharpe Win Number of
Return Ratio % Return Ratio % mentions
Abertis A 0.25 0.15 0.57 -0.16 -0.10 0.47 2838
Acerinox 6.82 0.89 0.83 -0.08 -0.01 0.52 1475
ACS 0.75 0.27 0.63 0.05 0.03 0.54 3039
Aena 0.56 0.33 0.64 0.30 0.19 0.61 3487
Amadeus 0.17 0.13 0.70 -0.05 -0.03 0.55 993
Arcelormittal 20.57 0.76 0.76 1.59 0.21 0.56 3626
Banco Popular 3.32 0.36 0.67 -0.06 0.01 0.52 2392
Banco Sabadell 1.29 0.28 0.65 0.24 0.08 0.45 6483
Bankia 0.96 0.24 0.53 0.18 0.07 0.51 17155
Bankinter 0.66 0.28 0.64 0.03 0.02 0.57 3808
BBVA 0.86 0.23 0.62 0.22 0.08 0.54 15459
Cellnex 0.48 0.28 0.66 0.19 0.13 0.59 1579
Enagas 0.09 0.20 0.84 0.01 0.04 0.83 122
Endesa 0.09 0.08 0.55 0.31 0.23 0.61 4018
Ferrovial 0.09 0.06 0.53 -0.01 0.00 0.56 3210
Gamesa 0.93 0.23 0.71 0.08 0.04 0.51 4351
Gas Natural -0.10 -0.05 0.47 0.27 0.15 0.58 2602
Grifols 0.50 0.35 0.73 -0.05 -0.04 0.58 1482
IAG 1.46 0.41 0.66 -0.04 -0.00 0.57 2263
Iberdrola 0.60 0.48 0.70 -0.12 -0.12 0.48 7959
Inditex 1.75 0.76 0.82 -0.05 -0.02 0.49 5310
Indra A 1.69 0.40 0.67 0.39 0.13 0.50 3475
Mapfre 1.45 0.39 0.66 0.19 0.08 0.54 2601
Mediaset 0.18 0.08 0.50 0.22 0.10 0.60 2429
Meliá Hotels 0.12 0.39 0.94 -0.08 -0.27 0.92 46
R.E.C. 0.05 0.05 0.50 0.10 0.11 0.56 1336
Repsol 1.86 0.36 0.69 -0.36 -0.12 0.49 8866
Santander 0.06 0.03 0.52 -0.06 -0.01 0.49 15946
Tecnicas Reunidas 1.85 0.35 0.68 -0.36 -0.12 0.49 1364
Telefonica 0.60 0.22 0.63 -0.03 -0.00 0.48 18233
Viscofan 0.09 0.21 0.92 -0.05 -0.10 0.90 156
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Cumulative returns performance of ALFREDO for T−1 run
IBEX35 cumulative returns










































156 financial decision-making based on unstructured data & ontologies
are rather far from forming a y x line, which clearly shows that both
distributions are different from a uniform (random) distribution. For
those plots, the y x does not approximate well the trend of the data.
In those cases, we can see that it is unlikely that those are random "lucky"
strategies. On the other hand, in all remaining scenarios (T 2, T 3,
T 4 and T 5) all points are trending around the y x line, suggesting
that those scenarios are very likely producing just random "noise", even
if the T 3 scenario is slightly better in terms of returns.
Based on this conclusion, we can validate hypothesis H1, as we are
able to improve the decision-making process by producing a bet-
ter return than the market average, as represented by the IBEX35
index. We also show that in the case of the "predictive" scenario
(T 1), the nature of ALFREDO predictions are not a matter of
luck, but a result of the sound decision model.
8.6 Conclusions
The "Evaluation" is the final stage of the whole methodological ap-
proach that we defined at the beginning. This is where we evaluate our
whole approach to the decision-making process that is represented by
the ALFREDO DSS.
In order to perform a data-driven evaluation, the first step is to pro-
vide a training and testing datasets. This task is already quite difficult
from two perspectives: (i) manually creating such dataset is laborious,
(ii) the dataset should cover sufficiently long time span, making it infea-
sible with traditional techniques. Thus we performed an event study in
order to detect significant events and from that create a news corpus to
process through the ALFREDO DSS in order to train the decision model.
The evaluation was performed in multiple scenarios in order to as-
sess: (i) the capability to learn from existing events and, most of all, (ii)
anticipate future reactions to events. We showed that the DSS model












QQ plot for scenario T−0
































QQ plot for scenario T−1
































QQ plot for scenario T−2































QQ plot for scenario T−3































QQ plot for scenario T−4































QQ plot for scenario T−5























158 financial decision-making based on unstructured data & ontologies
actually works and that the semantic knowledge base created from un-
structured sources provides some insights into the next day companies’
results. These observations allowed us to validate the remaining two
hypotheses: H1 and H3.














































































































































164 financial decision-making based on unstructured data & ontologies
of general news: politics, economy, society, sports, with the emphasis
on economy and politics.
2. Unique linguistic resources for financial event extraction (in Spanish).
This can be used for training other classifiers and comparing results of
different approach to information extraction in the financial domain.
3. Ontology for representing Spanish market data (companies, stocks,
indices, financial events, roles, etc.). The semantic conceptual mod-
els that allows for semantic modelling of financial events, and poten-
tially extends to other financial facts. It has been aligned with other
well-known vocabularies and ontologies in order to provide further
interoperability and to foster data publication, e.g. in the LOD cloud.
4. Semantic dataset with extracted financial events (populated semantic
knowledge base). Most probably the first semantic dataset that covers
the domain of financial events on the Spanish market. This dataset
was successfully used to train a DSS model with a promising results.
However the dataset can be used in many other ways.
5. Financial event classification models (trained Convolutional Neural
Networks). A set of classifiers for extracting atomic facts from news
texts. While the use case scenario for those resources is rather straight-
forward, it is also important to mention that whose can be used in
other context, such as in medical domain, by previously train with
domain-specific corpora.
6. DSS model for the financial-making process. The complete architec-
ture that allows including unstructured data in the process of decision-
making in the context of finance. This also comprises all stages of the
data flow, starting from raw textual sources and ending on actionable
information.
The obtained results of this thesis can be used for reproducing original
results, starting new investigations, or further advance this work without
having to start everything from scratch. These results can be combined
conclusions and future work 165
or exploited separately and bootstrap new investigation processes along
these lines.
9.4 Future research
The work accomplished within this thesis provides a solid ground for
future research. There are multiple ways in how this research can be
continued or extended into new grounds:
• From the point of view of unstructured sources we can look into other
promising classes of data sources, either textual (such as blogs and
other social media) or non-textual (videos, images and other formats).
This could open a new possibility for including even more sources of
data that can sometimes carry some kinds of information faster than
other, e.g. textual sources. On the other hand, the inclusion of new
sources could potentially trigger a new line of research that could
focus on the reliability and veracity of unstructured sources in the
decision-making process.
• The use of the semantic knowledge base lowers the barrier of data in-
tegration. This allows data augmentation or data blending with other
datasets, possibly containing features that could improve the training
of the current decision model. We could envisage the inclusion of data
that can directly influence company results, such as e.g. raw material
prices, but also more global ones, such as macro-economic indicators.
The availability of such data could not only give more insights but
also extend the predictive possibilities of the DSS.
• In the current research we were focused on the sentence-level informa-
tion extraction. This obviously sets limits to the cognitive capabilities
of the system, as we can not detect any fact that spans two sentences.
We could however extend the financial facts classification to the para-
graph or document-level. Such approach could further allow us to
spot relevant knowledge in a broader context, not only in separate
sentences. This way we could spot more fine-grained details about
financial events and improve the classification in cases when a single
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sentence can have a wrong interpretation when lacking a context in
which it appears.
• Another interesting possibility would be to investigate the idea of end-
to-end neural network models that could automatically learn relevant
high-level features on their own, without the need of training infor-
mation extraction classifiers, as is the case of the ALFREDO DSS. This
could lower the threshold for creating new decision support systems
almost from scratch, without the need for laborious feature engineer-
ing or availability of some specific linguistic resources. If the neural
networks are so efficient in feature learning, this could be used to our
advantage in order to construct more intelligent DSSs.
• The recent advancements in the field of deep learning and especially
Recurrent Neural Networks could be brought to this area in a sev-
eral ways: by further improving text classification and by advancing
the decision support model by adding a temporal aspect of financial
event chains, through the Long-Short Term Memory architecture. This
could allow drawing conclusions from the temporal evolution of finan-
cial events, and look at some facts in conjunction with others, rather
analysing each financial event separately.
We could also hypothesise about more brave and visionary ideas, even
if they already feel very distant and risky or go across different domains.
Such as extending the decision-support approach to analyse not only
separate companies but the whole networks of interconnected financial
entities. Analyse the systemic risk based on the currently unrolling








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































• Diario de Leon,
• Dirigentes Digital,






The following pages provide an overview of the corpus statistics. The
corpus consiti of news articles, obtained between 1 January 2014 and

























Table B.1: Total number of acquired web documents per news site. The
number contains all documents for the given domain and its subdomains.
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Name Definition Parent class
AnalystsForecasts Super class for all analysts re-
ports concerning the future of a
company
FinancialSituationEvent
Bankruptcy This event happens when a ban-
cruptcy of a company is an-
nounced.
OtherFinancialSituationEvent
BoardCompositionChangesThis event denotes a change of
the board of directors of a com-
pany.
BoardEvent
BoardEvent This is a superclass containing
all events related to the board of
a company.
CorporateGovernanceEvent
BoardMeetingAnounced This event takes place when a
board meeting is announced.
BoardEvent
BuinessExpansion An event describing a business
expansion.
Expansion
BusinessScopeChanges When a company announces an
alteration or other modification
of its business goals either with
a purpose of business expansion,
reorganisation or any other rea-
son.
Expansion
CEOResignation An event when a company CEO
steps down for whatever reason.
KeyPersonnelEvent




Name Definition Parent class
Collaboration Company announcing a collabo-
ration with other business entity,
public body, etc.
StrategicAgreements
CompanyDebtManagementReport is released on company
debt management plan.
PeriodicReportEvent
CompanyEvent A super class for all events
where a business entity (a com-
pany) is a participant.
EventType
CompanyRatingChanges When a new rating for a com-
pany is announced.
CompanyRatingEvent
CompanyRatingEvent Super class for company rating
events.
FinancialSituationEvent
CompanyRestructure Announcement of company re-
structure. In principle due to
important and transformational
reasons, such as reacting to the
market needs, changing focus
or business priorities, etc. This
event is different from merg-
ers and acquisition when restruc-
ture also takes place.
Transformation
CompanySanctioned When a company is being sanc-
tioned due to legal problems.
LegalProblemEvent
CompanyStatusChange The change of the status of an
business entity.
CompanyStatusEvent
CompanyStatusEvent Super class for any kind of com-
pany status change.
CorporateGovernanceEvent
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Name Definition Parent class
CompanyStocksEvents Super class for any kind of com-
pany stock events
FinancialInstrumentsEvent
CompanyUnderInvestigationLegal investigation against a
company is announced.
LegalProblemEvent
CompetitionChange Relevant change in the competi-
tion landscape for a business en-
tity.
CompetitionEvent
CompetitionEvent Super class for business competi-
tion events.
MarketEnvironmentEvent
CorporateGovernanceEventA superclass defining all corpo-
rate governance events.
CompanyEvent
DividendAnnouncement An announcement of dividend. CompanyStocksEvents
EmplymentEvent Super class for employment
events.
HumanResourcesEvent
Expansion Super class for business expan-
sion events.
StrategicOperationEvent
FinancialInstrumentsEventSuper class for events related to
financial instruments emitted by
a company (stock).
CompanyEvent
FinancialSituationEvent Super class for all events con-
cerning financial situation of a
company.
CompanyEvent
FiscalLawIssues When a fiscal law is being
changed or introduced that af-




Name Definition Parent class
Fraud Fraudulent behaviour is re-
vealed.
LegalProblemEvent
Hirings Company announces hirings. EmplymentEvent
HumanResourcesEvent Super class for all events con-
cerning human resources. Note
that this describes only the work-
force of a company, not the key
personnel.
CompanyEvent
IPO The company IPO is announced. CompanyStocksEvents
JointVenture A joint-venture kind of partner-
ship is announced.
StrategicAgreements
KeyLawChanges Super class for all events con-
cerning changes in the law that
affects company operations.
LegalSituationEvent
KeyManagementChange An event when a change on a
key management position is an-
nounced.
KeyPersonnelEvent
KeyPersonnelEvent Super class detailing all key per-
sonnel changes in a company.
CorporateGovernanceEvent
Layoffs An announcement of layoffs of w
company workforce.
EmplymentEvent
LegalProblemEvent Super class for company legal
problems. All subclasses of
this class describe situations that
mostly origin from some sort of
misconducts that lead to legal ac-
tions.
LegalSituationEvent
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Name Definition Parent class
LegalSituationEvent Super class for all events con-
cerning legal issues affecting a
company.
CompanyEvent
LiquidationAndDissolutionAnnouncement of termination of
a business entity.
Transformation
MajorDisaster A potentially catastrophic event
that can lead to major disrup-
tions of a company activity.
OtherExternalEvent
MarketEnvironmentEvent A general class defining all
events concerning the market en-
vironment of a company.
CompanyEvent
Merger A transaction when a com-
pany’s ownership changes, typ-
ically through a legal consolida-
tion of two or more business en-
tities.
Transformation
NewCEOAppointment An event describing an appoint-
ment of a new CEO of a com-
pany.
KeyPersonnelEvent
NewCompetitor An event when a new competitor
appears on the market.
CompetitionEvent
NewProductRelease A new product is announced to
be released on the market.
ProductAndServiceEvent
NewStockIssue A new stock issue is announced
(e.g, a secondary offering).
CompanyStocksEvents
OtherExternalEvent A super class for relevant exter-




Name Definition Parent class
OtherFinancialSituationEventA super class for other important
financial situation events not cov-
ered by existing classes.
FinancialSituationEvent
PatentIssued When a patent issue is an-
nounced.
ProductAndServiceEvent
PeriodicReportEvent Super class for all periodic report
announcements.
FinancialSituationEvent
ProductAndServiceEvent Super class for all events related
to a company offerings, either
products or services.
CompanyEvent
ProductIssues An events when issues with com-
pany product are being reported.
ProductAndServiceEvent
ProductMarketShareChangesA situation when a flag prod-
uct’s market share changes.
ProductAndServiceEvent
QuarterlyReportPublished A quarterly report is published. PeriodicReportEvent
RawMaterialEvent Super class for all raw material
events.
MarketEnvironmentEvent
RawMaterialPriceChange An event describing a situa-
tion when a raw material price
changes.
RawMaterialEvent
ReverseStockSplit A reverse stock split is an-
nounced.
CompanyStocksEvents
SalesOrPerformanceReportA sales report (or other re-
port concerning company perfor-
mance) is released.
PeriodicReportEvent
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Name Definition Parent class
ShareholderRightsChangesWhen an important change to
the shareholders’ rights is an-
nounced.
CompanyStatusEvent
SpinOff A company is launching a spin-
off entity as a separate business.
Transformation
StockBuyback A buyback is announced. CompanyStocksEvents
StockSplit A stock split is announced. CompanyStocksEvents
StrategicAgreements Super class that covers all strate-
gic agreements between business
entities.
StrategicOperationEvent
StrategicAlliance An event that describes a situa-
tion when a strategic alliance be-
tween business entities or organ-
isations is announced.
StrategicAgreements
StrategicOperationEvent Super class for all events con-
cerning strategic decisions
regarding either cooperation
with other entities or significant




An events describing any other
substantial change in the work-
force of a company that are not
layoffs nor hirings. For instance
relocations, subcontracting, etc.
EmplymentEvent
TradingSuspension When company stock trading is
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Table C.2: Role taxonomy class description - top-level
properties.
Property Name Description Property Axioms
eventParticipant This is a top-level property that
relates the Event with Entity as
a participant in this event. All
role properties are sub proper-
ties of this one. It is aligned with
dbo:participant for possible LOD
integration in the future.
Domain: Event
Range: Entity
eventSubject Generic property for describing
event subject (i.e. a central entity
that governs the event). It is a





eventObject Generic property for describing
event object (i.e. a supplemen-






Table C.3: Role taxonomy class description - unary re-
lations.
Property Name Description Property Axioms
analystsEarningsEstimates
ForParty









Property Name Description Property Axioms




























boardEventForParty See event class BoardE-
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Property Name Description Property Axioms
SubPropertyOf:
boardEventForParty


















classActionForParty See event class ClassAc-
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Property Name Description Property Axioms




































expansionForParty See event class Expan-
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Property Name Description Property Axioms
SubPropertyOf:
corporateGovernanceEventForParty





































majorDisasterForParty See event class MajorDis-
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patentIssuedForParty See event class PatentIs-
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stockSplitForParty See event class Stock-

























































transformationForParty See event class Transfor-
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Table C.4: Role taxonomy class description - binary
relations.
Property Name Description Property Axioms
ceoAppointingCompanyThis property describes a Com-
pany role in a NewCEOAppoint-
ment event. That is: a company






appointedCeo This property describes a Person
role in a NewCEOAppointment







ceoResignsFromCompanyThis property describes a Com-
pany role in a CEOResignation






resigningCeo This property describes a Person
role in a CEOResignation event,
i.e.: a Person that resignes (or is






spinoffParentCompany This property describes a parent







Property Name Description Property Axioms
spinoffNewCompany This property describes a new








This property describes a Com-







productName This property describes a Pro-
ductOrService role in a generic
event of class ProductAndSer-
viceEvent. Note that this prop-
erty need to inherit from the top-
level property, due to the fact









This property describes a Com-
pany role in a event NewProduc-
tRelease, i.e. It points to a com-









This property describes a Pro-
ductOrService role in a event
NewProductRelease, i.e. It
points to a new product (or ser-
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Property Name Description Property Axioms
productWithIssues
Company
This property describes a Com-
pany role in a event ProductIs-
sues, i.e. It points to a com-








This property describes a Pro-
ductOrService role in a event
ProductIssues, i.e. It points to a






establishedCompany This property describes a Com-
pany role in a event NewCom-
petitor, i.e. It points to an estab-






newCompetitorCompanyThis property describes a Com-
pany role in a event NewCom-
petitor, i.e. It points to a com-






mergingCompany This property describes a Com-
pany role in a event Merger.
Note that we do not distinguish
between merging entities, thus
the same property is used for
each merger participant. Al-
though we focus on binary
events, we do not limit the car-






Property Name Description Property Axioms
jointVenturePartner
Company
This property describes a Com-
pany role in a event JointVen-
ture. Note that we do not dis-
tinguish between joint-venture
entities, thus the same prop-
erty is used for each participant.
Although we focus on binary
events, we do not limit the car-







This property describes a Com-
pany role in a event Collabo-
ration. Note that we do not
distinguish between collaborat-
ing entities, thus the same prop-
erty is used for each participant.
Although we focus on binary
events, we do not limit the car-






D Detailed evaluation results
On the following pages you will find cumulative return charts as a
result of ALFREDO backtesting in the T 1 scenario against the IBEX35
companies. Each chart contains 3 parts: the upper chart shows cumu-
lative returns, the middle bar chart shows daily returns and the bottom
chart shows drawdowns. The drawdowns is the difference between latest
peak value and the subsequent trough. High drawdowns are typically
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